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Pā‘ū Riders of Hawai‘i
By Léo Azambuja

Ray Jerome Baker

Adele Kauilani Robinson Lemke as a pā‘ū rider, circa 1913

Imagine a skirt crafted with a single piece of fabric stretching for 12 yards – that’s 36 feet – intricately
wrapped around the waist and legs and held together by six kukui nuts. This is not any type of ballroom
skirt; the pā‘ū is a Hawaiian skirt specifically designed for horse-riding.
“To learn something like wrapping and draping the pā‘ū, it’s an art, and not many people want to learn
or can do it,” said Cheryl Wong, who is tasked with wrapping the pā‘ū skirts around the waist of the island
princesses before they mount their horses during the annual Kamehameha Day Parade each June.
American trader Richard Cleveland brought the first horses to the Islands in 1803, a decade after cattle
had been introduced to Hawai‘i. By the 1830s, wild cattle had become a big problem; they destroyed native
crops, ate thatched homes and injured and killed people. In 1832, Kamehameha III brought three MexicanSpanish cowboys, Kossuth, Louzeida and Ramon, to teach Hawaiians how to ride horses and control the
cattle.
Hawaiians quickly learned how to ride. The women joined them, learning how to ride astride, while in
Europe at that time, women usually rode sidesaddle. The women would wear a long pā‘ū, or skirt, wrapped
around their waist and legs to protect their clothes from the dirt.
During the Hawaiian monarchy period in the 19th century, the pā‘ū skirt became popular among royalty
and nobles, and was also a common fixture in parades and festivals.
“The ali‘i or chiefly women would use the pā‘ū skirt when riding their horse to a special occasion or
gathering to keep their clothing from getting dirty, thus the tradition of the pā‘ū as seen in all parades,”
said Chucky Boy Chock, executive director of the Kaua‘i Museum.
As time went by, and more women joined parades and celebrations, their outfits would become more
elaborated, but the pā‘ū always stayed true to its roots – a long piece of fabric held by six kukui nuts.
Every year, Hawai‘i celebrates Kamehameha Day with a major parade and ho‘olaule‘a on most islands.
The parade pays tribute to Kamehameha I, and its first celebration was on June 11, 1872, according to
Chock. King Kalakaua and Queen Kapi‘olani (granddaughter of King Kaumuali‘i, Kaua‘i’s last king) attended
the 1877 celebration at the horse track now known as Kapi‘olani Park on O‘ahu.
Kamehameha Day was one of the very first holidays adopted by Hawai‘i in 1959, according to Chock.
Today, the pā’ū riders, he said, are the favorite aspects of all parades, from the Kamehameha Day Parade to
the Aloha Week Parade and Koloa’s Plantation Day Parade.
Usually, there are nine pā‘ū units in the Kamehameha Day Parade. Eight units have a princess and
her entourage on horseback, each unit representing one of the Hawaiian islands; Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i, O‘ahu,
Molokai, Lāna‘i, Maui, Kaho‘olawe and Big Island. The ninth pā‘ū unit brings the queen and her entourage.
All the ladies in the units wear the pā‘ū skirt.
Some historians say the tradition almost disappeared following the overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy in 1893. But the tradition survived and gained strength over time. In 1906, Lizzie Puahi started
the Pā‘ū Riders Club in Waikiki. Soon after, Theresa Wilcox began a riding society in Honolulu.
In April 1907, American writer Jack London and his wife, Charmian, began a two-year voyage of the
Pacific onboard their 45-yatch, the Snark. Their first stop was Hawai‘i, where they saw several pā‘ū riders
taking part in Fourth of July festivities.
“In Molokai the people are happy. I shall never forget the celebration of the Fourth of July I witnessed
there. … Then there were the pa-u riders, thirty or forty of them, Hawaiian women all, superb
horsewomen dressed gorgeously in the old, native riding costume, and dashing about in twos and
threes and groups. In the afternoon Charmian and I stood in the judge’s stand and awarded the prizes for
horsemanship and costume to the pa-u riders,” London wrote on The Cruise of the Snark, published in 1917.
Here on Kaua‘i, the Wong family has been helping to carry this Hawaiian tradition for at least half a
century. Cheryl’s husband used to be part of the parades when he was still a boy, helping his mother in the
riding units. However, by the end of the 1990s, for some reason, the tradition of pā‘ū riding units was fading
on Kaua‘i. But Cheryl’s daughter, Lori Wong, helped to rescue the tradition and give it a new boost in 2003.

Léo Azambuja

Lori Wong as a pā‘ū rider, and her niece, Kamaile Wong,
in Wailua. There won‘t be a Kamehameha Day Parade
this year, but Lori and her mother, Cheryl Wong, will do a
pā‘ū presentation at Kaua‘i Museum in June.

Lacey Kanahele

“When I first got involved with it, it was actually a dying
tradition,” said Lori, adding that there hadn’t been pā‘ū units
for about five years on Kaua‘i’s Kamehameha Day Parade. Her
aunt was in the parade’s committee back in those days, and
asked her if she would like to ride in the pā‘ū units.
“I kind of thought I was crazy at the time, but I said, ‘Yeah,
why not?’” Lori said. “I always wanted to try and do it, and I’ve
been riding horses before I could walk. So why not? I had the
horses, and I was like, ‘Okay, well, I’ll keep this tradition and
we’ll try it,’ and basically stuck to it.”
Since joining the parade, Lori has ridden as a princess for
each island, and crowned her participation riding as a queen in
2019. Because of that, she can no longer ride in the units. But
she will still be part of future parades by helping the pā‘ū units
or riding in private mounted units.
Wrapping the pā‘ū is an elaborated work that takes an
expert at least 15 minutes. And even when done right, it may
have to be redone two or three times.
The six kukui nuts holding together the 12-yard-long skirt
are twisted inside the fabric and tucked into the waistband of
the rider. The kukui nuts need to be held perfectly tight, or they
could break or pop out of place, causing the skirt to fall off. The
skinnier or fitter the rider is, the harder it is to keep the skirt in
place. Even with the right amount of pressure, the kukui nuts
can still cause bruises on the riders’ waist.

The men in the pā‘ū units at a Kamehameha Day Parade.
In short, wrapping the pā‘ū not an easy task. When the
tradition on Kaua‘i was revived in 2003, the parade’s committee
had to bring experts from O‘ahu to train people here how to
wrap the pā‘ū . Cheryl took the challenge and has been an
important part of the parades since then. She doesn’t ride, but
she likes to be part of the tradition and support her daughter.
Lori said anyone can ride in the units, you don’t need to have
Hawaiian blood. You just have to be over 18 years old.
“There’s no discrimination,” Lori said. “It’s just that you have
to understand you are representing the King Kamehameha
Parade, and you’re doing it to uphold the tradition.”
There is also an important detail.
“You have to be able to control a horse,” Cheryl said. “Some
people put in their application (to be part of the parade) and
never rode a horse.”
continued on page 5
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Her first concern, she said, is safety. There are many things
that can go wrong, a rider can get buckled off the horse, a
horse can run into the crowd, and someone can get seriously
injured. Once, someone walked behind a horse right before the
start of the parade, and got kicked in the leg, resulting in an
exposed fracture.
But Lori said every single person she asked to ride in her
units were experienced horse riders. If someone would get into
trouble, they would know how to catch the horse and save the
day.

of the pā‘ū riders, the equestrian women horseback riders, and
their use of the pā‘ū skirt,” Chock said.
The exhibit will feature pā‘ū riders of past parades, the art
of wrapping the pā‘ū skirt around the women and also a lei
demonstration for both the women and the horses, according
to Chock.
“There will be several Hawaiian organizations and societies
that will be presenting a special lei draping ceremony,” he said.
Cheryl and Lori will conduct a demonstration of the pā’ū
tradition, including wrapping and tying the skirt, at the

Cheryl Wong

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was no
Kamehameha Day Parade and Ho‘olaule‘a last year, and
there won’t be one this year. But the Kaua‘i Museum will
still celebrate this rich cultural tradition with an exhibit and
demonstrations.
“The exhibit titled ‘Pā’ū, a Hawaiian Tradition’ marks the
grand opening of Kaua‘i Museum’s Exhibit Center on June 3,
2021. This month-long celebration pays tribute to the traditions

Cheryl Wong

Rosane Shimogawa

Lacey Kanahele

museum’s courtyard. Guests will be able to see and learn this
unique art.
The pā‘ū exhibit at the Kaua‘i Museum starts June 3,
and will last the whole month. The Draping of Lei honoring
Kamehameha and demonstrations will be June 11 at the Kaua‘i
Museum Courtyard from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Visit www.kauaimuseum.org for more information.
Lacey Kanahele

Cheryl Wong

All photos above are from different Kamehameha Day Parades over the last few years.

Lacey Kanahele
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Easy-Peasy Ocean Learning with Webinars
By Jean Souza
One of the best things to come out of our mandatory reduction of
in-person contact for outreach and education has been the pivot to
webinars, online workshops, demonstrations, and other web-based
presentations. Having served as a host of several live online lectures,
I am a huge fan of this format as it allows us to overcome the
limitations of geography, travel expenses and schedules in favor of
convenience, accessible experts and worldwide audiences.
Many of these online presentations are recorded and archived for
future viewing or reference. They can be downloaded or viewed at
the click of button at your convenience. They are free, of good quality
with reputable experts, and sponsored by the Office of National
Marine Sanctuaries (part of National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration). Here are some of my favorites.

Akeakamai
National Marine Sanctuary Webinars
sanctuaries.noaa.gov/education/teachers/
webinar-series.html
These webinars started about five years ago, and were primarily
for educators. The audiences have expanded tremendously,
especially in the last year. Both topics and contents appeal to the
broader audience, so no special background or technical knowledge
is required.
This website provides a list of upcoming webinars (preregistration is required) and also has a link to archived webinars. For
the selected archived webinar, just press the “Webinar Recording”
button. No passwords or logins are required. Easy-peasy.
The archive lists the webinars chronologically by date of webinar.
Here’s an annotated list of some of my favorites:
Cultural Heritage:
The Cultural Significance of Humpback Whales in Hawai‘i (Nov. 30,
2020)
Solomon Pili Kaho‘ohalahala, seventh generation Native Hawaiian
descendant, kupa‘āina, from the island of Lāna‘i. Whales are known
as koholā in Hawaiian, and have long had a significant place in the
Hawaiian culture. The Kumulipo creation chant speaks about the
birth of the whale, “Hanau ka Palaoa noho i kai” (born is the whale
living in the sea).
He Huliko‘a Kanaloa—Seeking the Depths of Kanaloa: Hawaiian
Religious Understandings of the Ocean (Jan. 7, 2021)
Jane Lokomaika‘ikeakua Au, Program Director of non-profit ‘Āina
Momona on the island of Moloka’i. This lecture details ancestral
Hawaiian understandings of the primary oceanic deity in the Pacific,
Kanaloa.
Reframing Wahi Kūpuna: The Tangibles and Intangibles of
Cultural Heritage in Papahānaumokuākea (Nov. 19, 2020)
V. Kalani Quiocho Jr., Native Hawaiian Program Specialist with
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Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument. As PMNM
celebrates 10 years as a natural and cultural world heritage site,
and over two decades of protections, Hawaiian community leaders
continue to be active agents of biocultural conservation and
restoration in the monument. This presentation provides a brief
history of research on cultural resources, and several examples
illustrating how the concept of cultural resources is re-framed and
implemented in PMNM management.
Ocean Critters:
Studying Whales and Dolphins in the Hawaiian Archipelago (May
1, 2020)
Robin Baird, PhD, Research Biologist, Cascadia Research
Collective, Washington. Baird, a leader in long-term, small-boat
based studies in the main Hawaiian Islands, reveals amazing
information on 11 resident species of whales and dolphins, as well as
migratory and open-ocean species that visit the islands. Comparisons
of sightings and tagging data from the two areas suggest that there
are resident populations of many species of dolphins and whales in
PMNM that have yet to be recognized.
The Occurrence of Humpback Whales Across the Hawaiian
Archipelago Revealed Through Acoustics (Nov. 6, 2020)
Marc Lammers, PhD, Research Coordinator at NOAA’s Hawaiian
Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. This
presentation describes recent fluctuations in the presence of
humpback whales in Hawai‘i over the past several years and the
science being conducted to understand these trends. Lammers
discusses the application of novel tools to understand the occurrence
of humpback whales in remote habitats, including the use of a Wave
Glider and machine-learning algorithms to detect the presence of
whales in PMNM.
Revealing the Secret Lives of Sharks (Oct. 15, 2020)
Carl Meyer, PhD, Associate Researcher, Hawai‘i Institute of
Marine Biology, University of Hawai‘i. Recent decades have seen
the development of increasingly sophisticated, animal-borne
electronic devices that are providing surprising new insights into
shark biology and guiding management and conservation strategies.
Within PMNM, long-term tracking studies have followed individual
sharks and ulua for up to 11 years, revealing their daily and seasonal
migrations, discovering some unexpected journeys and providing a
portal into predator responses to a destructive hurricane strike.
Hawaiian Monk Seal Population Update: Signs of
a Fragile Recovery (April 15, 2021)
Thea Johanos, Research, Marine Biologist, Hawaiian Monk Seal
Research Program, NOAA Fisheries. The endangered Hawaiian monk
seal population is estimated at 1,400 seals, with the majority of the
population (1,100) residing within PMNM. Thea discusses recovery
efforts at both the individual seal and population levels as she
prepares for the 2021 field season.

Contributed photo

Maka‘ala Ka‘aumoana presented a webinar on Hanalei
Ahupua‘a Management in February.
Whale Sharks of Hawai’i (April 21, 2021)
Travis Marcoux, Chief Technical Scientist, Hawaii Uncharted
Research Collective, Big Island. Whale sharks (Rhincodon typus)
are known to be the largest fish in the world with some individuals
measuring 60 feet and weighing around 40 tons. Despite their
tremendous size, they are gentle giants, using their nearly five-foot
mouths to filter plankton out of large volumes of water as they swim.
Very little is known about whale sharks in Hawai‘i.
Cephalopods of Hawai`i (March 24, 2021)
Heather Ylitalo-Ward, PhD, Aquatic Biologist, state Department
of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Aquatic Resources, Kaua‘i.
Ylitalo-Ward provides a captivating webinar about cephalopods
and their importance. Having studied octopus sexual selection in
graduate school, Ylitalo-Ward discusses her experience working with
these fascinating creatures and why she continues to be enamored
with them.
Shocking New Evidence Reveals Two Genetically Distinct Hawai`i
Manta Ray Populations Separated by a Mere 50 KM (June 5, 2020)
Mark Deakos, PhD, Hawai‘i Association for Marine Education and
Research, Maui.
This webinar explores what research techniques have been used
to study manta rays and why new evidence of social distancing in the
Hawai‘i populations are sounding the alarms. Learn how to become
part of the solution.
24 Years of Maui Sea Turtle Conservation with Hawai‘i Wildlife
Fund (Dec. 9, 2020)
Hannah Bernard, Executive Director of Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund,
Maui. Bernard discusses the latest information on the organization’s
work on the hawksbill sea turtle (honu‘ea) and the Hawaiian green
sea turtle (honu) within the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
National Marine Sanctuary.

2018 Exploration of Strange “Off-Ridge” Seamounts in Papahānaumokuākea Marine National
Monument (July 16, 2020)
Christopher Kelley, PhD, UH. Kelley discusses the 2018 Exploration Vessel Nautilus expedition to PMNM
where they explored 10 unusual seamounts located north of the Hawaiian Ridge. The origin of these
seamounts is enigmatic since they form a line parallel to, but well north of the islands, atolls, banks and
seamounts created when the Pacific Plate moved over the Hawaiian hotspot. Figuring out how and when
they formed, as well as what sea creatures live there were the objectives of the project.
Ocean Issues/Management/Education:
Understanding Marine Biodiversity in the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument (Feb. 18,
2021)
Randy Kosaki, PhD, Research Coordinator, PMNM. The recent State of the Monument report assessed
the status of marine biodiversity in the PMNM as “good.” The waters of the monument are home to an
abundant array of corals, algae, invertebrates and fishes, including a very high percentage of endemic
species.
Hanalei Ahupua‘a (Watershed) Management in Contemporary Times (Feb. 9, 2021)
Maka‘ala Ka‘aumoana, Founder and Executive Director of the Hanalei Watershed Hui, Kaua‘i, ViceChair of the Advisory Council for the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary.
Ka‘aumoana discusses the Hanalei ahupua‘a on Kaua‘i’s North Shore, including its unique history, issues
and future. This area is directly adjacent to the Kaua‘i boundary of the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
National Marine sanctuary.
Gardening Corals for Reef Restoration (April 23, 2020)
Katie Lohr, Conservation Science Fellow for the NOAA Office of National Marine Sanctuaries through
the Sea Grant John A. Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship Program. As coral reefs decline globally, interest
in using coral gardening techniques for reef restoration is increasing. Lohr reviews well-established and
cutting-edge techniques for propagating and restoring corals, as well as experimental work focused on
identifying corals that can survive future ocean conditions.
How Will the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Respond to Climate Change? A Look at Past, Present, and
Future Sea Level Change and Storms within Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument (April 16,
2020)
Haunani Kane, PhD, National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Biology at UH.
The future existence of low-lying atoll islands is of global concern, as entire island nations and highly
evolved ecosystems are projected to become uninhabitable in the next 30-50 years due to sea level rise.
Despite this recognized vulnerability, most studies fail to account for the biological controls upon island
resiliency. Typically, sea level research instead assumes atoll islands are static and do not recover from
environmental stressors. Kane shares data from the fossil record, ka‘ao (Hawaiian legends) and future
climate projections that give a glimpse of how islands at Lalo respond to past, present and future changes
in sea level and storms.
2021 Virtual Ocean Classroom Teacher Workshop (March 16-17, 2021)
Host: Allen Tom, Superintendent, Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary.
Presenters:Director Dr. Andrew Rossiter, Mary Roney, and Dean Spencer, Waikiki Aquarium. Patty
Miller, Education Coordinator Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. Andy Collins,
Education Coordinator, Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument. Isabel Gaoteote, Education
Coordinator, National Marine Sanctuary of American Samoa.
Educators from the Waikiki Aquarium and NOAA’s Pacific Islands Region of the Office of National
Marine Sanctuaries conduct a two-day workshop for educators and others. The lessons are primarily for
grades 3-8 and include topics such as marine mammal biology, coral reef ecology, recycling in an island
community, and the educational resources and data available for student projects.
Unleashing the Innovator in Every Child (Aug. 20, 2020)
Christian Wong, Executive Director, Hawai‘i Science and Technology Museum, Big Island. Wong shares
his passion about community robotics and mentoring the next generation of science and engineering
leaders. In partnership with NOAA’s Mokupāpapa Discovery Center in Hilo, Wong and HSTM developed
the Kenyan K. Beals Community Robotics Center in support of student engineering and robotics projects
and are currently preparing to launch a small satellite they helped develop to take measurements of the
thermosphere. Wong also talks about how the museum is adjusting to providing STEM education during
the pandemic, and the role innovation plays in education and developing a sustainable economy for the
Big Island.

• Jean Souza serves as the on-site manager of NOAA’s Kauai Ocean Discovery at Kukui Grove Center
and is a Program Specialist with the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary.
Jean can be contacted at Jean.Souza@noaa.gov

Contributed photo

Heather Ylitalo-Ward, PhD, of the Division of Aquatic Resources, Kaua‘i presented a
webinar on Cephalopods of Hawai‘i in March.

Contributed photo
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Close to the Heart
By Virginia Beck
Hawai‘i is a place of passions. We are close to the Earth’s heart, on volcanic islands still being born, drifting
northwest lazily, at more than eight centimeters per year. We feel things deeply. Everything is sensually
overpowering, with surreal colors. From the intense colors, the oceans, the skies, the rainbows. Let’s not
forget the flowers!
It’s the Garden Isle. Lovely and unique on the planet. The jewel of the Pacific. Our remote location as
the most isolated island, a solitary position in the Pacific, allowing more varieties of rare plants, insects,
birds and shells. Many are protected, endangered species.
We live in a very different relationship culture. Unlike other states in the USA. That’s why you’re here.
We don’t separate the environment from ourselves. We are one with the island, part of it, stewards for a
perpetual trust.
Our senses are not blunted by the overload. Freeway driving. Dense, urban environments. Crowds that
ignore you. We don’t believe in urgency that pushes to the front of the line or ignores an elder needing to
go first. We don’t have to be intense to get what we need. We share.
Our multicultural community is about sharing, since we are all in it together. It is caught, not taught.
We learn by seeing how our parents and elders treat each other. Others share with us.

Mālamalama

We care for those who might not be as fortunate or able. We want a community with no one left out.
Kaua‘i isn’t perfect, and neither are we. Yet, having lived many other places, this is very close to it. A
place where we care for the people, for the ‘aina, the land, and the ocean. When disaster strikes, we team
up as volunteers, the way we have been doing since small kid time.
Our hula halau – a cultural apprenticeship school – are about much more than dance. Students honor
the instructor and know that being accepted into the school is a rare privilege.
The students learn how to make lei, with traditional materials, obtained from the forests or cultivated
for flowers. Never taking it all, but leaving enough to replenish the plants, always providing for the future.
They work as teams in the community, and practice for the annual Merry Monarch Festival. They
volunteer to give out food when folks are hungry. They hold fundraisers for the needy.
These halau perpetuate a whole culture of community.
In caring for the ancient stone hula platforms, they honor their history and their ancestors. Through
memorizing traditional chants passed down for a thousand years by oral tradition, the mind is
strengthened and history becomes part of their movements as well as their songs.
Hawaiian spoken language is one of the most beautiful, poetic and refined ways of speaking in the
world. Where each letter has a distinct meaning, and the combinations of a seemingly simple alphabet
contain more meanings than a sentence in a Japanese haiku poem.
In Hawaiian language, the letters and words exist in different relationships, giving variety to
understanding. The proverbs and epigraphs of the oral tradition are full of lively, nuanced metaphors rich
in wisdom and containing a salty humor.
When you enter our world, it is already full. Enter gently, so you don’t make a big splash. A friendly
greeting or welcoming smile will give you more friends than money can buy. Aloha, means come on in,
the water’s fine.

• Virginia Beck, NP and Certified Trager® Practitioner,
offers Wellness Consultation, Trager Psychophysical
Integration and teaches Malama Birth Training classes.
She can be reached at 635-5618.
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Together, we can achieve more.

Call or text (808) 245-2463 and
ask to speak with our friendly
Business Development Officers!

(808) 245-7363
email: info@kauaichamber.org

Deeply rooted
in Hawaii,
we’re proud to
lend our support.
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✓

Experienced
Licensed
Certified
Trusted

Our large fleet of collection system
trucks are at your service!
Building communities and brighter futures
with our hands and our hearts.

Call

808-332-7381

information@aquaengineers.com

‘
alexanderbaldwin.com

Aqua Engineers

Women’s
Wellness Clinic
Now Accepting Patients

All Women Welcome

4370 Kukui Grove Street, Suite 115
Lihue HI 96766

For information call

808-246-9577

or visit mphskauai.org

Wrangler’s Steakhouse
WAIMEA • 338-1218
Kiawe Grilled Steaks
Fish, Ribs, Burgers, More
Tuesday-Saturday 5-9 pm
Live Music: Wednesday’s,
Fridays, & Saturdays

Visit us at www.hartungbrothers.com for more information
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Disc Golf Kaua‘i ‘Ohana
By Tommy Noyes

On Kaua‘i, disc golf is picking up momentum as a low-cost, family activity.
Lydgate Beach Park’s coastal course earned co-founder of INNOVA Champion Discs Harold Duvall’s
admiration, as he wrote to his life-long friend Larry LaSota, “I did enjoy a round at Lydgate. The method
you used to install the course was quite ingenious!!! Thanks for being a real supporter of disc golf and
allowing me to enjoy one of the most beautiful courses that I have played in 35 years of disc golf.”
The Disc Golf Kaua‘i ‘Ohana (DGKO) is sanctioned by the Professional Disc Golf Association (PDGA) and
coordinates events on public courses at Lydgate and the Weliweli Disc Golf Park (2535 Kipuka Street,
Koloa). With a mission of growing the sport, players on these courses typically welcome questions from
anyone who is curious about the game.
“We’re all about collaborations,” said Ryan Moen.
LaSota, Moen, and all of the ‘Ohana members continue to donate countless hours advancing the sport.
“Some of the nation’s foremost disc golf professionals were attracted to Kaua‘i to help us with
designing and building the courses,” LaSota said. “And the County of Kaua‘i Department of Parks
and Recreation has been a real partner in allocating space for disc golf at Lydgate and Weliweli.”
Committed volunteers conceived, refined, installed and continue to maintain the courses. Now, DGKO
promotes and coordinates PDGA-recognized competitions. Relying on its Facebook presence, DGKO
recruits players and volunteers to sustain course improvements and upgrades.

Community

Tommy Noyes

LaSota lives in Wailua. In 2009, he started throwing discs at the trees and lamp posts in Lydgate Beach
Park. He was amazed when in 2014, Sports Authority opened in Kukui Grove with disc golf gear on their
shelves, and promptly sold out of discs in just a few weeks.
“I knew then that there must be demand for better playing facilities here on Kaua‘i,” LaSota said. “
So I hired Chuck Kennedy and got him to design the Lydgate course.”
As the “Father of the PDGA Ratings System,” and the designer of more than 50 courses, few persons
have contributed more to the growth of disc golf and the PDGA than Kennedy.
With the Lydgate course layout ready for review, LaSota had a year of meetings with and presentations
to the Friends of Kamalani, the Department of Parks and Recreation, the PDGA, and disc golf equipment
manufacturer Innova. Finally, he went before the County Council to get all the approvals needed to
actually proceed with building Lydgate’s course.
By 2015, the DGKO signed up 13 members who helped refine the Lydgate course layout, always
balancing playability with the safety of everyone enjoying the park and the nearby Kamalani Playground.
Moen said safety and respect for park users has always been paramount.
“Fund raising to cover the costs for Lydgate’s nine baskets and their installation was a challenge,”
Moen said. “But club members came up with most of the needed monies, and then we ran a Go-Fund-Me
campaign that brought in donations from all around the county and even Canada.”

For more than seven years Ryan Moen (left) and Larry LaSota, seen here at Lydgate Beach Park’s
basket #1, have been bringing people together to enjoy free disc golf in our county parks. With
volunteers’ kokua, they will soon be installing even better facilities.
Brian Foster stands out among the ‘ohana’s many dedicated volunteers. Over the past few years, Foster
has taken charge of stewardship for the course in Lydgate Park, clearing the fast-growing vegetation.
“Ryan Jacobsmeyer has taken on running our organized activities in compliance with pandemic
suppression best practices,” LaSota said. “He’s our Facebook admin, manages the merchandizing, and he
coordinates competitions twice a month.”

• Tommy Noyes is Kaua‘i Path’s
executive director, a League of
American Bicyclists Certified
Instructor and active with the Kaua‘i
Medical Reserve Corps.
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Move and play

Reading Lessons
ReadingWave.com/shop

• Fun for beginners, a
challenge for all ages!
• Great team building sport
• Party facilities available

Lawai
Beach
Resort

240-5100 • www.lawaibeach.org

Kau Kau Delights
Many island eateries are open for safe outdoor dining & take out.
Treat yourself & support your neighbors by eating out tonight!
OnoPops available at these locations:
Eleele • Kauai Island Brewing Co.
Hanalei • Hanalei Liquor Store
Hanapepe • Japanese Grandma’s Cafe

Get Your Frozen
Pops Safely
Free Island Wide
Delivery Service
Safe, contact free delivery to your doorstep.
Call or text Greg 808-238-6565
Email GregAskew2@gmail.com or
direct message on Instagram

Ask About OnoPops Donation Program

• Salty Wahine
Kalaheo • Kauai Coffee • Kauai Kookie
• Lawai Market
Kapaa • BB’s Kauai Food Truck
• Haole Girl Sweets • Hoku Foods
• Lydgate Farms • Papaya’s Natural Foods
• Pono Market • Tropical Dreams
Kekaha • PMRF Navy Exchange
Kilauea • Anaina Hou Mini Golf
• Healthy Hut
Koloa / Poipu • Kukuiula Market
• Cabana Bar & Grill • Kauai Surf School at
Kiahuna Plantation • Taco Libre Truck
• Dim ‘N’ Dem Sum Truck
• Mariott Waiohai
Lihue • Silva’s Ice Cream Truck
• Mark’s Place Puhi Industrial Park
• Sweet Clouds Snack Truck • Vim n Vigor
• Wilcox Hospital Cafeteria
Princeville • Hanalei Bay Resort
• N. Shore General Store
• Princeville Botanical Garden
Waimea • Aunty Lilikoi • Lodge at Kokee
• Waimea Plantation Cottages
• W. Kauai Cultural Center
Wainiha • Wainiha Country Market

OnoPops_Kauai | www.OnoPops.com

OPEN AIR DINING
Join us for our early evening Food & Wine Tasting Menu
every Saturday & Sunday from 5:00-5:45.
Five courses & Five wines for only $55!

photo by
Daniel Lane

Located in Kapa‘a (Kaua‘i) behind Coconut Marketplace
Located in Kapa`a (Kaua`i) behind Coconut Marketplace
Open Wed-Sun 5:00-8:30 pm l Reservations recommended
Open Tues-Sun 5-9 pm
Reservations recommended
808 822-0600 l 520 Aleka Loop l hukilaukauai.com
808 822-0600
520 Aleka Loop
hukilaukauai.com
l

l

l
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Three Wishes
By Larry Feinstein
Before I came to Kaua‘i, I had come up with a short list of some things I wanted to do as soon
as I got here. There were three; a tattoo, a kayak and a motorcycle. The idea of a bike kind of
made sense, because I had one twice before, once in New York City and in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The tattoo was a bit of a wild card, my way of marking this crazy choice of mine, to come to
a small island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. The kayak came from an imagined, new life,
with the ocean as my nautical highway to nowhere, the ever-distancing horizon, an impossible
destination.

Mind and the Motorcycle
Of the three, the tattoo is the only one without any place marker in my past. I can’t recall
exactly when I fell in love with the idea of having a pendant, any kind of pendant, hanging
around my neck. I know I definitely got into it when I moved to Santa Fe, just because it felt right
to have something of spiritual significance resting over my heart. I’ll be damned, I just went to
take a picture down of me finishing the NYC Marathon in September 1982 and there is a chain
around my neck, but when I blow it up, I can’t see what the hell is hanging on it. Memory is so
unreliable!
One of my favorite pendants was given to me by a dear friend in Santa Fe, responsible for
introducing me to Zen Buddhism. She told me I was already half-way there and I might as well

step into it, which I did. Etched into the small, silver bar was the outline of the Tibetan knot
of eternity, and I fell in love with it. It was this image I wanted to have branded on my right
shoulder, a quiet statement of this old/new way of being. It was my badge, my indelible passport
to this magical island.
In the mid 70s, I was living in Glen Cove, Long Island, in a home I couldn’t afford, leading a
life that felt like it was chosen for me. My marriage had outgrown the naive dream of possibility,
ruptured by the actuality of its disenchantment. There was a nearby, quaint town called Sea
Cliff, nestled just about the Long Island Sound. I befriended an old salt, who sold me a little AMF

Family Fun Kaua‘i Style
Please note that due to CoVid-19 many of these venues are temporarily closed. Please contact them before making plans.
Tee Times for Kaua‘i Residents at Kukui‘ula!
Kukui‘ula Golf Course
The Club at Kukui‘ula
2700 Ke Alaula Street
808-742-3010

www.kolepakukuiula.com

Four daily Tee Times have been reserved for Kaua‘i
residents, with green fees of just $35 per player. Starting
time blocks for Kaua‘i Residents are:
Wednesday-Friday: 12 PM, 12:10 PM, 12:20 PM 12:30 PM
Saturday & Sunday: 11 AM, 11:10 AM, 11:20 AM, 11:30 AM
TEE TIME HOTLINE: 808-742-3010
(All golfers must provide proof of Kaua‘i Residency.)
Please visit www.kolepakukuiula.com for more details.

A COURSE UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Poipu Bay Golf Course
Poipu
808-742-8711 or 1-800858-6300
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This outstanding course is backed by lush emerald
mountains and sculpted from a rolling plateau
eight stories above the Pacific Ocean. Nestled
among the gentle contours of Poipu Bay. Home
of the PGA Grand Slam of Golf from 1994-2006.

manufactured sailboat called a Sunfish. On weekends, I would break the cuffs of conformity and
take this little boat out on the Sound. I couldn’t sail to save my life, and continually flipped it
over.
I owned a 250cc Honda back in the late 60s, when I was living in the East Village in a
cavernous, seven-room apartment with a bunch of guys a good deal older than myself. Riding
engenders a feeling of freedom that’s impossible to explain, part of the forever mystique of the
motorcycle for all bikers. It stayed with me, until I moved to Santa Fe in the mid 80s, leading a life
I never imagined possible. I bought another bike, but for some reason, I never felt comfortable,
almost like a dream deferred for another time.
Within the first few months of arriving on Kaua‘i in 2003, I got that tattoo. There is a
permanence about ink being drawn on your skin, my way of announcing to myself that I had
made a choice about who I was and how I wanted to live. Now, most of the time, I forget it’s
there, like the earring I got before I left NYC for Santa Fe over 35 years ago.
I got a kayak, too, one with pedals, keeping my hands free to hold a beer. I started going out
by myself, waiting for the whales to find me. Let me tell you, for a kid who grew up in NYC, there
is no amount of imagination that would have put me out in the Pacific Ocean, all alone, listening
for the blow-hole sounds, then turning to see these gentle behemoths glide by, undulating in a
nautical ballet choreographed by Neptune. Recklessly sailing on the Sound was nothing like this.
I bought a 750cc Honda Shadow Classic, painted a kind of orange and called her Tangerine
Dream. One Sunday, after a month or so of riding on my own, I was flagged down at Nawiliwili
Harbor by a wild looking, Hawaiian guy. He spoke a language that was definitely English, but it
seemed like words were missing and it also seemed like every other word sounded like “dakine.”
He told me about some “bruddahs,” but I wasn’t sure what the hell he was talking about.
Later that day, I saw him again, over at a grassy field, near a pavilion, which has since been
paved over, subsequently birthing a Costco. He was with around a half dozen bikers, sitting
at a picnic table, their big machines parked nearby. I reluctantly dismounted from Tangerine
Dream and timidly walked over to these dangerous-looking guys. On that Sunday, I got my first
exposure to the heart searing power of Aloha. I unblinkingly went from stranger to family. I’ve
been riding with the Sons of Kaua‘i for nearly 18 years now.
I wished for a home for my heart, and Kaua‘i embraced it.

TWO GREAT REASONS TO
LISTEN TO FM97 RADIO.
BB
Choi
Ron
Wood

• Check out Larry Feinstein’ podcast, Mind and the
Motorcycle, at www.buzzsprout.com/1292459 and watch
Foster and Feinstein on YouTube at www.youtube.com/
channel/UCiKB7SheuTWKABYWRolop4g

When not on the golf course, Ron Wood “gets you up”
in the morning, while B B Choi “drives you home” at
night. Plus, get the latest news, play fun contests and
enjoy the best music around. Guaranteed.

Still Kauai’s 1st Radio Choice.

Dimitris Vetsikas

30’ Zodiac Raft
Kauai’s Best Dolphin Watch !

The Only Raft Company Touring
the Entire Na Pali Coast

808.742.6331

www.NaPaliRiders.com

Not only the best day
of your vacation, but
possibly one of the best
days in your life!
Snorkel Pristine Reefs

*conditions
permitting

Scan to watch
our video!

Explore Sea Caves

